
The construction sector is rapidly transforming itself based on the growing demand 
for energy and environmental quality. 

A real cultural and technological revolution that is leading to radical changes in all 
phases of the building process, from design to construction techniques, from the use 
of materials to energy and plant technology.

One of the main aspects of this path is that of the new energy identity of the building 
and the possibility of making it energy producer, of which it itself needs, through the 
use of renewable energy sources and the efficiency of the envelope and plants . 
But the main challenge of energy efficiency is played in the public construction 
sector, a sector in which the most rigorous legislation and the understandable need 
for visibility require a particularly virtuous approach.

For these reasons the role of communication and dissemination of the results of 
three years of activity of the SUPPORT project, the purpose of this Conference, 
assumes a substantial and strategic importance for the future of regional 
programming.

PROGRAM

9.30 am - Registration of participants

10.00 am - Introduction to the work

Support to local governments for reducing carbon emissions

Regional conference of communication and dissemination result of 

SUPPORT

LIMIT THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF PUBLIC 
BUILDINGS: WHERE ARE WE?

25 giugno 2019 - Villa Altieri | ore 9.30  – 13.30 
Viale Manzoni, 47 - 00185- Rome - Conference Room, first floor

10.15 am - The Interreg Europe ‘SUPPORT’ project

- Arch. Patrizia Giancotti (Metropolitan City of Rome Capital) - The experience of the 
SUPPORT project, dissemination, state of the art and perspectives.



- Dr. Karl-Ludwig Schibel (Alliance for Climate Italy) - The Interreg Med ‘ENERJ’ project, 

Joint actions for energy efficiency.

- Maurizio Zara, (Alliance for Climate Italy) - From PAES to PAESC, first lessons learned.

11.00 am - MODELS OF INNOVATION

Moderated by Mauro Spagnolo (director Rinnovabili.it)

- Dott. Flavio Monosilio (ANCE) - Energetically efficient buildings: a tool against 

degradation.

- Prof. Luca Rubini (ATI National Secretary General) - Prospects and innovative 

solutions for energy efficiency in the building sector.

- Ing. Francesco Belcastro (FIRE Italian Federation for the Rational use of Energy) - The 

role of the energy manager in the Public Administration.

- Arch. Enzo Pinci (A.D.S.I Association of Italian historical residences) - Energy issues in 

Historic Houses.

- Arch. Tiziana Gallo (Consultant MISE - Creator and technical coordinator of the 

"INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS" program for Fano) - Intelligent buildings program. Urban 

regeneration plan for zero consumption of land, addressed to the p.a. for the reduction 

of co2.

1.00 pm - Space for questions and conclusions

1.30 pm - Light Lunch
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